
CONVERSATION
We do not live in a neutral world at all, but, 
rather, one in which the landscape is thickly 
settled with opinions, positions and beliefs 
about the right and wrong way of perceiving 
and interacting with the world and each 
other. As a result, we have interests to 
protect, ideas and beliefs to defend, difficult 
or downright crazy colleagues to avoid, and 
our own way in the world to make. There 
are certainly times when we must defend 
our views.

But dialogue is an altogether different way 
of talking together. Generally, we think of 
dialogue as “better conversation.” But there 
is much more to it. Dialogue, as I define it, 
is “a conversation with a center, not sides.” 

It is a way of taking the energy of our differences 
and channeling it toward something that has never 
been created before. It lifts us out of polarization 
and into a greater common sense, and is thereby 
a means for accessing the intelligence and 
coordinated power of groups of people. . . .

In dialogue, one not only solves problems, one 
dissolves them. We do not merely try to reach 
agreement, we try to create a context from which 
many new agreements might come, And we 
seek to uncover a base of shared meaning that 
can greatly help coordinate our actions with our 
values.
From: Dialogue: The Art of Thinking Together, by  
William Isaacs (Currency Books, 1999) The painting is  
“The School of Athens,” by Rafael, in the Vatican. 



LIVING ROOM CONVERSATIONS
Good conversations can bring living into any room — your home, community centers, neighborhood 
associations, congregations, anywhere! Designed to revitalize the art of conversation among people with 
diverse views and remind us all of the power and beauty of respectful discourse and trustworthy relationships, 
Living Room Conversations enable people to come together to engage in self-guided conversation about any 
chosen issue — like culture.

“We live with the 
dysfunction of partisan 

behaviors and believe we 
must and can do better. 

We have faith in the good 
will , intelligence and 

power of citizens. It is time 
to rebuild respectful civil 
discourse while embracing 

our core shared values. 
Adversarial solutions will 
not create the solutions to 
the big challenges we face 

this century. We must learn 
to engage in collaborative 
problem solving - holding 

the tension of our 
differences while working 
together with respect and 

an open heart we can create 
solutions that are better 

than any group alone could 
devise .”
Joan Blades

Living Room Conversation Project
www.livingroomconversations.org

GOLDEN RULES OF A LIVING ROOM CONVERSATION
Be Curious and Open to Learning
Listen to and be open to hearing all points of view. Maintain an attitude of exploration and 
learning. Conversation is as much about listening as it is about talking.

Show Respect and Suspend Judgment
Human beings tend to judge one another; do your best not to. Setting judgments aside 
will better enable you to learn from others and help them feel respected and appreciated.

Look for Common Ground
In this conversation, we look for what we agree on and simply appreciate that we will 
disagree on some beliefs and opinions.

Be Authentic and Welcome that from Others
Share what’s important to you. Speak authentically from your personal and heartfelt 
experience. Be considerate to others who are doing the same.

Be Purposeful and to the Point
Notice if what you are conveying is or is not “on purpose” to the question at hand. Notice 
if you are making the same point more than once.

Own and Guide the Conversation
Take responsibility for the quality of your participation and the quality of the conversation 
by noticing what’s happening and actively support getting yourself and others back “on 
purpose” when needed.

The great secret of  
succeeding in conversation is:

to admire little, 
to hear much; 

always to distrust our own reason, 
and sometimes that of our friends; 

never to pretend to wit, but to make 
that of others appear as much as 

possibly we can; 
to hearken to what is said 

and to answer to the purpose.   
Benjamin Franklin

God did not burden the United States with a 
diversity of backgrounds, ideas and religions, 
He blessed America with them. 

Emanuel Cleaver

�



I-MESSAGES

I-messages are a way to be assertive without putting the listener 
on the defensive. They also take ownership for one’s feelings 
rather than implying that they are caused by another person. An 

example of this would be to say: “I really am getting backed up on 
my work since I don’t have the financial report yet,” rather than: “you 
didn’t finish the financial report on time!” (The latter is an example of 
a “you statement”).

I-messages usually contain four elements:
(1) How I feel about the behavior and its effects
(2) A description of the behavior, what actually happened
(3) The actual, concrete, tangible effects of that behavior on you
(4) The behavior you would prefer

Another way they can be expressed is like this:
I feel _________________ (express your feeling)
when ___________ (describe the action that affects you or 
relates to the feeling)
because ________ (explain how the action affects you or 
relates to the feeling)
I would like __________________ (propose an action)

Another example:
I find it irritating (how you feel)
when our plans change at the last minute (description of offend-
ing behavior)
because it’s usually too late to make other plans (concrete effect 
on you)
and I really would like to be warned in advance when our plans 
are not going to work out. (the behavior you would prefer.)

Blocks to Active Listening
DAY DREAMING
Daydreaming is allowing your attention to wander to other events or 
people. It is a time when you stop listening and drift away into your own 
fantasies. In what situations do you find yourself daydreaming?

REHEARSING
Rehearsing is when you are busy thinking about what you are going to say 
next, so that you never completely hear what the other person is telling 
you. In what situations do you find yourself rehearsing?

FILTERING
Filtering is when you listen to certain parts of the conversation, but not all. 
In what situations do you find yourself filtering conversations?

JUDGING
Judging is when you have stopped listening to the other person because you 
have already judged, placed labels, made assumptions about, or stereotyped 
the other person. In what situations do you find yourself judging?

DISTRACTIONS
Distraction occurs when your attention is divided by something internal 
to you (headaches, worry, hunger) or external to you (traffic, whispering, 
others talking). In what situations do you find yourself distracted?

Skills for Active Listening
PARAPHRASING
In paraphrasing, you restate, in your own words, what you think the other
person just said. You can use such phrases as “In other words…” or “What 
I am hearing you say is….”

REFLECTION OF FEELINGS
In reflection of feelings, you restate what the person has said to you much 
like paraphrasing. However, in this skill you restate what you think the 
speaker is feeling.

CLARIFICATION
In clarification, you tell the other person what you thought you heard, learn 
whether you were right or wrong, and then ask questions to clarify.

BODY LANGUAGE
Showing active listening through your body language conveys the message 
that you are interested and listening, encouraging the speaker to tell you 
more. Some suggestions for effective body language include the following:

• Maintain eye contact  • Move closer to the person, but do not cross over 
any personal boundaries  • Nod from time-to-time  • Say things like “yes” 
or “uh huh”  • Keep your posture open to the person by keeping your arms 
unfolded and uncrossed   • Keep distractions to a minimum



Cultural Conversations  
are a community dialogue that began in May, 2016 to address 

intolerance and work towards unity.  Key collaborators 
include State Senator José Menéndez, State Representative 
Diego Bernal, State Representative Ina Minjarez, District 1 
Councilman Roberto C. Treviño, District 7 Councilman Cris 

Medina, District 8 Councilman Ron Nirenberg, and community 
partners from the Jewish Federation, San Antonio’s Sikh 

community, PeaceCENTER, Dialogue Institute of the 
Southwest, the Institute of Texan Cultures,  

Texas Public Radio & more.

WORD ORIGINS
argue  1303, from O.Fr. arguer, from L. argutare “to 
prattle” freq. of arguere “to make clear, demonstrate,” 
from Proto-Indo-European *argu-yo-, from base *arg- “to 
shine, be white, bright, clear”.  

conversation  1340, from O.Fr. conversation, from L. 
conversationem (nom. conversatio) “act of living with,” 
prp. of conversari “to live with, keep company with,” lit. 
“turn about with,” from L. com- intens. prefix + vertare, 
freq. of vertere. Originally “having dealings with others,” 
also “manner of conducting oneself in the world;” specific 
sense of “talk” is 1580. 

debate  c.1300, from Fr. debattre (13c.), orig. “to fight,” 
from de- “down, completely” + batre “to beat.”

dialogue  c.1225, “literary work consisting of a 
conversation between two or more people,” from O.Fr. 
dialoge, from L. dialogus, from Gk. dialogos, related 
to dialogesthai “converse,” from dia- “across” + legein 
“speak”. Sense broadened to “a conversation” 1401. 

discourse  c.1374, alteration of L. discursus “a running 
about,” in L.L. “conversation,” from stem of discurrere 
“run about,” from dis- “apart” + currere “to run.” Sense 
of “formal speech or writing” is first recorded 1581. 

discussion  c.1340, from O.Fr. discussion, from L.L. 
discussionem “examination, discussion,” in classical L., 
“a shaking,” from discussus, pp. of discutere “strike 
asunder, break up,” from dis- “apart” + quatere “to 
shake.” Originally “examination, investigation, judicial 
trial;” meaning of “talk over, debate” first recorded 1448. 
Sense evolution in L. appears to have been from “smash 
apart” to “scatter, disperse,” then in post-classical times 
to “investigate, examine,” then to “debate.” 

The Online Etymology Dictionary, www.etymonline.com

But I want to  
DO SOMETHING!
Don’t just stand there, do something! The American 
way. Get into action. Fix things.

Yes, there’s a lot to do. Research. Writing to your 
congresspeople expressing your views. Attending 
lectures and meetings. Joining organizations that 
reflect your views. Volunteering your time. Taking 
your perspectives to the courts or to the streets. 

Living Room Conversations are not instead of 
action. They are before action—a place to gather 
your thoughts, find your natural allies, discover 
your blind spots, open your heart to the heart of 
“the other.” 

ALL MOVEMENTS BEGIN
IN CONVERSATION

From the Conversation Café, www.conversation cafe.org

is an occassional publication of the peaceCENTER
www.SAcompassionNET.org


